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victors, the pair returned to their nest in a honeysuckle hedge on the front lawn, 
and a little later I saw the left-banded thrasher feeding on the back lawn. Pres- 
ently it flew up to a tree and gave the piteous notes of a tlu-asher whose nestlings 
are threatened. This brought the pair around to renew the attack, and the two 
who were believed to be females tumbled to the ground. Facing one another,each 
leaped forward and up, perhaps a foot into the air, and after a moment one 
thrasher turned and ran away. This settled the matter, and the left-banded 
thrasher retired to the back garden area just north of its former tenitory, and on 
May 21 was trapped and found to be 37-308978. In the tlu-ee preceding summers 
I had not distinguished the old pair as to sex, but from its behavior in the contest 
with the occupants of the dooryard, now believed this bird to be the female; the 
old male never re-appeared. In the north territory thrasher 37-308978 probably 
took a new mate and reared one brood before the accident to its wing. Due to the 
size and type of this area, and the confusion of neighboring thrashers coming in 
for water, an accurate check was not possible.---Mus. ROWLAND Tuo.•.as, Route 3, 
North Little Rock, Arkansas. 

Song Sparrows Apparently Mated for Four Seasons.--On Ju]y 20, 1937 
an adult Eastern Song Sparrow (Melo,•'piz, m. melodi(t) was trapped. Because of 
its small tarsi, a No. 1 band (37-87678) was attached. One week later, on July 27, 
1937, another adult was captured in the same trap, and a No. 1A band (37-161846) 
was attached. During the intervening time three immature Song Sparrows had 
been captured as well as two other adults, all of which were banded, but none 
of which has ever been heard from again except as they repeated during that 
summer. 

July 28, 1938 brought 37-161846 back to my trap as a return, and two days 
later 37-87678 was also captured. Three immature Song Spin'rows were also 
trapped, but not even one single adult. 

While trapping in exactly the same locality. I captured 37-87678 as a Return-2 
on July ll, 1939. and on July 15, 1939, 37-161846 entered the same trap, also as a 
Return-2. On this occasion two other adults were trapped, but no immature birds 
were taken. 

My trap was set in the same spot again last summer. On July 26, 1940 it held 
a single unhanded adult Song Sparrow. The following morning I found three 
Song Sparrows in it. One was another unbanded adult, but the other two were 
37-87678 and 37-161846. They had returned together for the fourth consecutive 
summer, this time to be captured simultaneously. 

Whereas I had no opportunity to study the activities of these two birds inti- 
mately, and have, therefore, no proof that they were mates, the observations 
that I was able to make certainly indicate that such was the case. All of these 
observations were made in Millbridge, Maine. 

In passing, it might be noted that here is an example of the successful use of 
two different band sizes on the same species of bird.---G. HArcoou P•a}rs, 
99 Warrenton Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut. 

NOTES ON TECHNIQUE 

A DEVICE FOR OPENING SMALl, BIRD BANDS 

A good deal of time can be saved in banding large numbers of animals if, 
instead of opening each band on the spot, one has a supply already opened. 
Bookkeeping can be simplified if separate series of bands are used for the two 
sexes. With these two points in mind the apparatus described below (Figure l) 
was devised for use in banding large numbers of bats and Chimney Swifts. Although 
this system involves equipment somewhat more elaborate than the conventional 
pliers or spreading stilleto, it is easily made, does not get out of order, and takes up 
little space in one's banding kit. With it one can spread 500 bands in an hour or 
less. Dimensions given are for band size no. l, but by altering the measurements 
the apparatus could be adapted for use with sizes 0 and IA. 


